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Happy Sunday,
This past Thursday the long suffering hawkish wing of the ECB’s Governing Council successfully leveraged the latest high
inflation number into a de facto pre-announcement of an important policy shift, delivered by Christine Lagarde during the Q&A
section of the press conference. The new policy message implies a reversal of the ECB’s decision announced just seven
weeks ago, as well as statements made by Executive Board members as recently as last week. Not surprisingly, it caused
mayhem in markets and finance departments across Europe’s corporate sector.
Of course, the Fed had turned hawkish already and the Bank of England delivered its blow earlier on Thursday, leading some
(less informed) observers to suggest that the ECB had fallen behind the curve. Importantly, however, the state of the three
economies varies significantly: The US recovery is well ahead of Europe’s, its labor market is roaring ahead, as illustrated by
Friday’s super-strong January payroll numbers (and revision of November-December), fueling strong wage growth and
demand. As a result, the US is now enjoying a healthy dose of demand-pull inflation. The UK also sees stronger wage growth,
partly as it’s suffering a sizable hit to potential output from Brexit and the mishandling of the pandemic. UK inflation is therefore
a greater threat even at lower growth numbers.
None of this applies to the eurozone to any even remotely comparable extent, as indeed recognised by Lagarde during
Thursday’s press conference. BoE governor Bailey’s call for wage restraint on Thursday while Lagarde was “not here saying
that there should be wage moderation. There is clearly an adjustment to be had which I am hoping we will see in the course of
‘22”.
Yet, by studiously refusing to say that the aggressively priced-in rate hikes for this year are different from the Governing
Council’s policy intentions, Lagarde sent a decisively hawkish statement of policy intent during the Q&A – in contrast to the
opening statement, which included nothing more than an appropriate message of policy flexibility to take into account the
greater uncertainty. And this, apparently, on the back of a “hope” of higher wage growth in the future!
The disconnect between, on the one hand, the publicly available ECB analysis and forecasts as well as messages from key
ECB folks just last week and, on the other hand, this new policy message became the topic of an unprecedented number of
calls with market participants and the corporate sector I’ve had Thursday afternoon and evening, all day Friday and into
Saturday.
I’ll summarize my thoughts in the following two segments:

■

What led to Thursday’s message – and what it means for ECB policies in the next 12 months.

■

If they go ahead, it’ll almost certainly be a policy mistake with measurable consequences for the eurozone during
the next few years.

1. ECB’s press conference: What happened? – And what it means for ECB policies in the next 12
months.
I obviously got the ECB wrong this past week, but what irritates me the most is that I think I had correctly understood the
dynamics of the Lagarde-led Governing Council (GC) in which politics play a more important role, relative to economics, than in
the past. Yet, I had pulled my punches after having witnessed how the clearly economics-based policies during the pandemic
had overruled the more “politics based” approach which had been indicated in late 2019. Last year’s (premature)
announcement of the end to PEPP should have told me that the balance had begun to swing back to where Lagarde had
promised it to be – but I guess I believed too much in the persuasive powers of my profession …
With the latest inflation surprises, my contention is that Lagarde panicked, and shifted to the hawkish side to prevent a return to
the Draghi-era of public disagreement (particularly in Germany), and to buy herself insurance against being wrong on the
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dovish side. In the process, she left economists high and dry. It was no surprise that the Bundesbank’s spokesperson said that
President Nagel was “very happy” with the outcome.
Yet, as Isabel Schnabel laid out so clearly in her Süddeutsche Zeitung interview just three and a half weeks ago, the ECB’s
“decisions are based on a medium-term perspective covering around one to three years …[and] in our projections, mediumterm inflation will fall back below our target of 2% … although … now subject to greater uncertainty. That is why we should not
raise interest rates prematurely, as that could choke off the recovery”. Surely, the medium-term outlook cannot fundamentally
have changed on the back of one or two data points, and yet, that’s what Lagarde implied on Thursday by not pushing back on
the market’s pricing in of rate hikes this year.
Let me explain how I think we got to this:
As you may recall, when Christine Lagarde took over the ECB in late 2019, I concluded from her very early statements that her
top priority was to end the public bickering between the national central bank chiefs at the GC and that this would lead to a shift
in policies toward a more hawkish stance.
Draghi had led the ECB from the front, driving through the policies he saw fit. With inflation well below target, this translated into
broadly the same aggressively accommodative policies as other major central banks, including sizable QE (after the
introduction of negative rates had failed to do the job). Nevertheless, Draghi’s policies, and approach, left a number of ECB
members increasingly unhappy, even to the extent that then Bundesbank President, Jens Weidmann, and others started a
public campaign against ECB policies. Weidmann went so far as testifying at the German Constitutional Court against some of
ECB policies.
Lagarde’s first priority as ECB president was to end this public war-of-words, which she did by promising to be a “manager of
the GC”, leading from the middle if you will, rather than being a “policy leader”. To gain the trust of Weidmann and the noisy
part of the German public, she studiously refused to repeat Draghi’s famous “whatever it takes” statement, however much she
was invited to do so. And at her first opportunity, at the now infamous press conference, she said that the ECB is not here to
close the spreads – a blunder which she clarified in a hastily organized interview after a sufficiently important call had been
placed to the ECB.
But before the newly empowered hawkish part of the GC could reverse Draghi’s policies, COVID tore up the script, bringing
everyone onto the same page: The ECB Executive Board and staff designed, and the GC agreed on, the impressive policy
response to the health crisis and the necessary fiscal response, particularly with the PEPP.
Yet, at the first sign last year of a growth recovery (and regardless of the still depressed GDP levels), the hawks’ discomfort
with the ECB’s massive asset purchases and negative rates became louder, and as inflation shot up (and regardless of the fact
that it is virtually all caused by supply shocks), the German media went crazy, it seems that Lagarde may have begun to lose
her nerve.
The economists at the Executive Board, particularly Philip Lane and Isabel Schnabel, kept delivering a clear and consistent
message on the source of inflation, the outlook for growth and inflation as well as the changing risk profile, while reiterating the
ECB’s reaction function. This was clear in Schnabel’s SZ interview on 14 January, and again in Philip Lane’s interview with
Verslo Zinios on 25 January – that’s Tuesday of last week!
And Lagarde was on board at the press conference in December, when she announced the decision to keep monthly net
purchases at EUR 40bn in Q2, EUR 30bn in Q3 and “from October onwards … EUR 20bn for as long as necessary to reinforce
the accommodative impact of our policy rates.” In the Q&A session in December, Lagarde even finessed that last point by
saying, “We will maintain [the net purchases] at EUR 20bn until such time when we arrive at our target, which is 2% over the
medium term”. Note: “until we arrive” at the target. On that basis, and given the well communicated sequencing, it was clear to
everyone that the first rate hike could not be envisaged until sometime in 2023, at the earliest.
But the surprise increase in the January headline, year-on-year, inflation number to 5.1%, published earlier this week,
emboldened the hawks (regardless of the fact that it was driven primarily by energy and supply shortages in the goods sector)
and, according to Reuters and the FT, a “sizable minority” now wanted the ECB to announce immediately a faster end to QE –
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just seven weeks after having committed to the numbers referred to above. If true, this is – in any normal monetary policy
discussion – nothing less than panic. Unless, of course, the 5.1% is just a fig leaf for a different concern and agenda!
Thursday’s prepared statement notes that “wage growth remains muted overall” and that markets and survey-based inflation
expectations “will help headline inflation to settle durably at our two per cent target”. “The risks to the economic outlook [remain]
broadly balanced over the medium term”, but there is now upside risk to the inflation forecast. Appropriately, with the increased
uncertainty, the statement includes a few tweaks to provide the coverage for policy flexibility going forward. But there is no
indication of any plans to change policies unless the next forecasts in March throw a complete curveball at the medium-term
outlook.
Is this likely? I think not. On the backside of my envelope, I now have inflation around 5% during the first half of this year (over
which monetary policy will have zero impact), then dropping sharply towards 2% during the second half, and below 2% in the
policy-relevant period of 2023-24. I’ll be shocked if the ECB’s March forecast turns out materially different from what I have
here.
Still, in the Q&A, Lagarde all but pre-announced a major adjustment to policies to be formally announced in March. She noted
the risk of higher inflation, particularly in the short term, and wondered why the low unemployment rate has not led to wage
growth – but she “hoped” it would come; a “hope”, not a “fact”! And remember, wages will need to grow faster on a sustained
basis than productivity growth before it becomes a concern for inflation. Philip Lane has said that, on ECB estimates, we’ll need
wage growth of 3% to see inflation converge to 2%. That’s still a long way away! To tighten policies on the basis of a hope of
wage growth, not least at a time when inflation expectations have only just reached 2% after many years of undershooting,
would be – on any theory and practical experience – premature.
And yet, Lagarde explicitly refused to say that the market is wrong in pricing in rate hikes already this year, thereby implying a
decision in March to accelerate the end of net purchases, to make room for a rate hike (or two?) before year end – assuming
the stated sequencing is maintained, as she said it will be.
(Side comment: I think they should scrap sequencing, hike rates to zero, and keep the message on QE, namely the EUR 20bn
per month until the target has been reached. I’ve never liked the negative rates; they were copied from Switzerland and
Scandinavia where they were employed to serve their FX policy and with time they have become too distortive as they have led
to the use of tiering, TLTRO benefits for banks etc. In other words, the sequencing of ending net purchases before lift-off may
be appropriate when rates are in positive territory, but almost not so when you come from negative rates. Furthermore, a dose
of QE helps limit fragmentation.)
Were Lagarde’s statements on Thursday a sign of inexperience or a worrisome distance from understanding markets, or a
message? I think the latter, probably triggered by a worry about a renewed public disagreement from the hawks. In other
words, she bought herself insurance against further inflation surprises and, of course, the ultimate risk of the economic
forecasts turning out to be terribly wrong. Not a little wrong, but terribly wrong! My contention is that the price of that insurance
policy will be lower growth, more trouble getting inflation anchored at 2% over the medium term (it’ll be lower) and a return to a
troublesome degree of fragmentation.
With markets in understandable turmoil Thursday afternoon, and major media outlets and commentators aghast at what they
had witnessed, maybe of some comfort, the ECB chose to highlight the following part of the chaotic press conference in their
post-meeting tweet: “We will not be complacent but we’re not going to be rushed into a process. We will follow the sequence
that we have set for ourselves, we will verify the forward guidance criteria and we will be gradual in whatever we do”.
It was not quite the clarifying CNBC interview asked for by Pictet’s outstanding ECB watcher Frederik Ducrozet (asking on
behalf of a friend, he claimed in his tweet!), but still an apparent attempt to clarify matters. Yet, by Friday’s close, calmness in
markets remained elusive and the damage to spreads, and hence fragmentation, was well under way.
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2. A policy mistake with measurable consequences for the eurozone during the next few years.
Forecasting is difficult at the best of times, and extremely uncertain in times like these, but I’ll make three observations to
suggest that the virtually pre-announced policy tightening (of an end to net purchases in maybe Q3, and rate increases to at
least zero within a year or so) are very likely to be a policy mistake.
First, I am not aware of a single economics-based forecast that has eurozone GDP reaching the extension of the pre-pandemic
trend line until 2024, at the earliest. Part of the reason is the inevitable headwinds from fiscal consolidation baked into the
outlook, the continuing supply constraints as well as the prospect of a further de-globalization. This implies both a slowing path
of GDP growth over the medium term, as well as a possible hit to potential output. How this impacts the output gap and the
changes in it, and hence core inflation during the next 2-5 years, remains uncertain, of course. But again, I haven’t seen a
single comprehensive forecast which has inflation above 2% over the medium term. Those arguing for monetary policy
tightening owe the public their forecasts for why it’s called for, given the ECB’s mandate.
Second and related, uncertainty is indeed the dominant feature now, and it is only appropriate for a central bank to keep all its
options open. You may recall my long-held skepticism towards forward guidance if it goes beyond providing us with: (i) the
central forecast, (ii) the risk assessment, and (iii) the reaction function. The ECB is scrambling a bit here, partly because the
forecast is no longer clear. Not only are the ECB staff forecasts subject to revisions, Lagarde emphasized on Thursday that
while the staff forecast includes a set of assumptions, the GC members may have different assumptions. So what forecast
exactly is it that informs the decisions on policies?
In times of elevated uncertainty, policymakers should step extra carefully, as noted by former ECB Vice President Constancio
in an impressively succinct thread of tweets on Friday: When “facing uncertainty in the models and projections, policy should do
less”, he wrote, concluding (in apparent reference to the panic at the ECB over the present inflation numbers) with this
important quote from the great Alan Blinder: “Looking out the window, seeing the temperature, and deciding, is a very bad
strategy for monetary policy”.
Third, combining the missing clear forecasts and struggling with the reaction function, I can’t help but conclude that a
measurable part of the rationale for ending QE during the summer is an unquantifiable discomfort with a large central bank
balance sheet, a belief that QE encourages policymakers in some countries to conduct irresponsible fiscal policies, fear of socalled fiscal dominance and (possibly) other shadows on the wall. Either way, valid concerns or not, any such concerns should
be spelled out and explained before they enter the reaction function.
Let me end by summarizing what is likely to happen if I’m wrong – or right - in my assessment:
If I am wrong on all this, and Europe is indeed heading into demand-driven inflation (in other words, the hawks at the ECB are
right and that this has nothing to do with politics), then I very much doubt that markets are right in pricing in a terminal rate of
only about 0.5% already in some 18 months’ time. Overheating and demand-pull inflation will not be tamed by a policy rate of
0.5%. Then, as a rough indication, I think we are talking about a policy rate during 2023-24 of 2%-3% minimum, before
underlying inflation settles at 2%. (I’ll make the similar argument for the presently priced-in terminal rate in the US of about
2.0% - if this is real demand-driven inflation, I’ll take more to stop it than markets price in these days, as I argued in this note on
16 January.)
In contrast, if I am broadly right in my understanding of the outlook for European economics and my description above of
what drives the ECB now, then we are in for a dose of premature policy tightening – which will be a policy mistake. In that case,
markets are probably right in pricing in a European terminal rate already next year of some 0.50%. In that case, the decline in
inflation during the second half of this year and into 2023, already baked in, will close the window for rate hikes very early next
year, maybe at zero percent rates.
More importantly, however, in this (for me much more likely) scenario, we’ll pay the price for the premature tightening as we
move through 2023-24 in the form of lower growth, higher unemployment and inflation well below 2%.
Bad as that will be, there is a much the bigger problem: The likely return to the bad old days of fragmentation. Even with Italy’s
presently outstanding policies and reasonable clarity on politics for the next year, BTP spreads over Bunds widened massively
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to 154bp on the back of Lagarde’s surprise on Thursday. If this is “the new normal”, then Italy – and the rest of the south – will
be looking forward to a monetary policy stance that’s considerably tighter than in Northern Europe.
This will not cause major problems for fiscal policy because the roughly seven years average maturity of the debt (and, as a
share of revenue, they’ll remain well below their historical average for years to come), but it’ll weigh on private investment,
growth and employment – and, in turn, maybe then on politics too.
Lots have been said, written – and hoped – about the effects on spreads of this past year’s markedly better policies in Italy and
other southern European countries, as well as of the NGEU, but judged by the market reaction to the (admittedly clumsy) ECB
press conference, we are far from being out of the woods when it comes to the even transmission of monetary policy in the
eurozone, and hence to the danger of fragmentation.
When Lagarde overlooked the importance of a broadly equal transmission of monetary policy during her press conference in
late 2019, she was quickly reminded, and she tried to put things right. But the issue was only truly addressed with the PEPP
and the explicit statement that ECB policies apply equally to all constituencies of the eurozone.
As the ECB now indicates an end not only to PEPP, but to all net purchases, they’ll need to clarify whether they still care about
a broadly similar monetary policy stance across the eurozone, and how they’ll achieve it - or whether the private sector in the
south should now expect interest rates of some 150bp higher than what their competitors in the north benefit from.
Over to you, ECB….
And on that note, I’ll finish up my coffee here at my lovely little café, and head out for a walk. Me and Tiergarten need each
other on this wintery day ...
Best
Erik

Erik F. Nielsen, Group Chief Economics Advisor (UniCredit Bank, London)
+44 207 826-1765
erik.nielsen@unicredit.eu

* Erik Nielsen is an advisor to the UniCredit group and not a member of the research team. This note, however, is published and confined
within the laws and regulation for research.
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